ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
ACCELERATOR PROGRAM

AI90X

Accelerating Automation & AI

Accelirate is pleased to announce its new 90-Day Artificial Intelligence Accelerator Program, AI90X! Most companies
are eager to apply Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning into their businesses, yet, they don’t quite know where
to start. There are many questions that come up when looking to implement AI into business operations such as:
What kind of problems can AI solve for us? How can we be sure our data is safe? How much will it cost? and How
much time and money will we save our business? Our new AI90X program was created to answer these questions
and more!
Stemming from our expertise in the realm of Robotic Process Automation we know that the future involves more
intelligent solutions to business problems than purely the solutions from simple automation. So, in addition to helping
you achieve your automation goals, Accelirate will incorporate data-driven predictions and decision making into your
business by leveraging state-of-the-art Machine Learning algorithms.
At Accelirate, we know that every business and their individual needs are unique and that they have various internal
and external factors to accommodate for. With AI90X, we have designed our own agile AI E^3 Methodology to cater
to each client’s business needs and considerations. The core principles of our method lie in strategic and adaptive
planning, providing AI solutions that not only solve problems but offer a significant ROI and continuous AI model
improvements to correspond with advancements in technology. Through the use of our E^3 Methodology and our
AI90X Delivery Pod, Accelirate can deliver real results to your business fast!

How AI90X Works
EDUCATE
• What ML Can and Can’t
do: Presentation explaining
general process methodology,
our approach, examples and
case studies
• Problem Identification:
Work with relevant client
stakeholders to identify and
evaluate a set of suitable
candidate processes
• Define the Problems,
Solutions, and Key
Performance Indicators
Deliverables
• Opportunity List

1-2 Weeks

|

E^3 Methodology

EVALUATE
• Business Understanding & Problem
Definition: Conversations with SMEs
understanding details of inputs,
outputs, data (magnitude, types,
locations) & access logistics, to
determine performance metrics, initial
ROI and feasibility of the AI solution
• Data Understanding & Processing:
Exploring the data, understanding
patterns to identify trends, and
defining the feature set
• Report on your data

EXECUTE
• Model training & Optimization:
Iterative approach to arrive at
the best working model that
achieves the target performance
according to the metrics
identified in the evaluate phase
Deliverables
• Final Report
• Beta Tested Model
• Deployment Plan

Deliverables
• Project Proposal
• EDA (Exploratory Data Analysis)

4-5 Weeks

5-6 Weeks

AI90X will enable your business to obtain a strategic competitive advantage over your competition and similar
products in the market. AI technologies are significant in bringing about innovation, providing new business
opportunities, and reshaping the way companies operate. However, Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning are
complicated and they require a great deal of attention and effort to understand where it can and cannot be applied.
Accelirate’s Machine Learning Engineers and Data Scientists are experts and are trained in-depth on AI technology.
They know that well devised solution’s for companies are worth far more in ROI than the returns from Robotic
Process Automation alone.

AI90X DELIVERY POD
Data Scientist

Analyze and Develop Business Insights From Client Data
Identify Applicable Machine Learning Models
Manages the AI Project

Delivery Pod 1

Data Engineer

Machine Learning Engineer

Build the Data
Pipelines Required
for Model Building
Clean the Data
Deploy Models into
Production

Understand the
Business Data
Build and Test Different
AI Models for the
Business Problem
Optimize Models for
Better Performance

Delivery Pod 2

Data Engineer

Build the Data
Pipelines Required
for Model Building
Clean the Data
Deploy Models into
Production

Machine Learning Engineer

Understand the
Business Data
Build and Test Different
AI Models for the
Business Problem
Optimize Models for
Better Performance

At the end of the AI90X Program, you will have a working AI model that produces tangible results and you will be able
to clearly see how AI projects work and add business value. Contact us today at info@accelirate.com to discuss how
AI90X can help bring your organization into the 21st century.
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